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George Billis Gallery is pleased to announce Santiago Medina and his
latest high polished Italian stainless steel work at the New York location.
This exhibition will run from November 6 through December 8, 2018. The
opening reception will be held at the George Billis Gallery located at 525
West 26th Street between 10th and 11th avenues on Thursday, November 8,
from 6-8pm.

Blue Elegance, High Polished Stainless
Steel, 19.5x5x5“

Master sculptor Santiago Medina’s Tuscany inspired Italian stainless steel
masterpiece sculptures are at marquee public art venues such as Harvard,
Stanford, Tufts and Washington University among many others. He is the only
Colombian-American sculptor to have a permanent monumental sculpture
at Harvard University. His avant-guard sculptures have been displayed at
major worldwide art fairs such as at Art Basel Week Miami, Wynwood Art
Fair, Houston Art Fair, Palm Beach International Art Fair and Arte America.

Medina summarizes his artistic passion as “I bring inert stainless steel to life by
creating timeless masterpieces full of light and movement for art lovers”. Also
an accomplished physician with brain imaging expertise, Medina distinctively
uses advanced medical imaging technology such as Computerized Tomography
(CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to scan his sculptures and
subsequently enhance their volumetric appeal and sculptoric form. Therefore,
Medina brings powerful artistic expression, technological sophistication and
physician sensitivity to his beautiful artwork. This uniqueness allows him to
create vibrant masterpiece that will transcend generations.
The George Billis Gallery marks its 22nd year in the Chelsea Art district and its
sister gallery is located in the burgeoning gallery district of Culver City in Los
Angeles. For more information, please contact the gallery via e-mail at gallery@
georgebillis.com or visit our website at www.georgebillis.com
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Highly Polished Italian Stainless Steel,
23x9x8”

